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NEW
EXCELERATOR 2.0

The ultimate squeegee...
… redesigned and improved.

Moerman keeps its promise: continuous innovation in 
traditional window cleaning tools. Excelerator 2.0 has arrived!

The Excelerator handle… redesigned and improved for an even 
better cleaning experience!

The new Excelerator 2.0 takes your window cleaning to 
another level. This innovative update is engineered to be easy 

to use, more robust, even more adjustable and stable. A whole 
new design of the bi-component handle is sculpted to fit 

comfortably in your hand.
The new Excelerator 2.0 doesn’t only promise, it delivers! It 
features a redesigned grip, easy and safe channel fixation, 
adjustable swivel and 5 adaptable angles (-20° , -5°, +10°, 

+25°, +40°). The Excelerator 2.0 is the handle that can help
you do that unreachable and nasty job in a considerably 

shorter period of time!
For hand-use we recommend the combination of Excelerator 

2.0 and the Liquidator 2.0 channel. Tired of switching tools all 
the time? Just click the F*LIQ on the Liquidator 2.0 channel 
and you have an all-in-one tool with just a flick of the wrist!

Do the F*LIQ and you’re ready to take it higher, literally!

Call in Dr. Angle and get the maximum out of the Excelerator 
2.0 on your extension pole to reach even the hardest and 

highest places to clean. Zero-detailing!

✔ Redesigned gripping jaw allowing for deeper reach when closing out a window.

✔ Extreme angle range: -20° | -5° | +10° | +25° | +40°. The negative angles
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and thinner jaw allow for easier closing out.

✔ Improved locking button to change your handle from a swivel to a fix tool.

✔ Redesigned grip which allows for a more ergonomic hold.

✔ Ideal for hard to reach places, use with the Dr. Angle
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